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Deaf Professionals & Deaf Customers.

VRI Pro Plus.

On site interpreting.

(Minnesota)

VRI Pro.

Deaf first.

Build relationships.


Small teams.

Nationally Certified Interpreters (RID.org).


Incredibly qualified interpreters.

Services we offer. 

VRI Pro Dedicated.

Edit Access.

(Accessible videos)

http://RID.org


About CODA Brothers Interpreting

We are a Deaf owned CODA (Child of Deaf Adult) operated American Sign 
 Language interpreting company.  We strive to build relationships with all 

of our Deaf customers and understand their interpreting needs so well 
that it feels like the interpreter ‘isn’t even there’. 

The VRI work we have is the foundation of our business and we are 
looking to contract with Professional Interpreters that share the same 
core values as us, and can handle handle the technical requirements.  



We don’t do your typical VRI.

We are very different… here’s how. 

Generally speaking, when someone thinks of VRI, they immediately think of a hospital 
Emergency Room setting, where a device is rolled into the room and up pops an 
interpreter to sign what the doctor is saying.  We call this On Demand VRI. 

From our experience, many Deaf people think this is a second-rate way to receive 
communication access.  The picture can be blurry, the screen is small, and the interpreter 
is from an unknown location.  Oftentimes this type of VRI feels cold and impersonal.  

CODA Brothers Interpreting only works with Deaf clients who want to use video to 
connect.  We are not On Demand, we are Prescheduled VRI.   Think of it as On Site 
Interpreting - by video.   

Prescheduling your interpreter - by video can be the most cost effective way to get an 
interpreter.  We don’t charge two hour minimums, travel time, team interpreter rates.  In a 
professional work environment, it is a tremendous savings when interpreting for 30 - 60 
minute meetings. 

Preschedule your interpreter and save money. 



Raising accessibility standards for Deaf Professionals.

This is 



Don’t worry if the interpreter 
is up to the task for your 
workplace meetings. Send 
background information, use 
our dedicated scheduler.  We 
are here for you!

Huddles, scrums, stand-ups - 
whatever your meetings are 
called, we are here for you.  
Book your ongoing needs 
with us and save on the 
bottom line.

How do we connect with 
you?  However you want!  We 
h a v e t h e t e c h n i c a l 
infrastructure to connect to 
any video platform.

We have a designated pool of 
your preferred interpreters.  
They know your specific 
signs, company jargon and 
build a relationship with you.  
Communication is seamless.

It’s about you.Here for you.

Your meetings. Any technology. 



VRI Pro Services 
VRI Pro

VRI Pro Plus 

VRI Pro Dedicated 

Book us when you need us for your meetings.  

Great interpreters available - we’ll work to get your preferred interpreters.

30 minute minimum charge (not 2 hours like community) 

Discounted VRI Pro rate for 4+ hours a week. 

Dedicated consistent interpreters. 

Dedicated Scheduler.  

It’s your own dedicated interpreting service catered specifically to your needs.

Instant access to your preferred interpreters during your business hours. 

Corporate-wide accessibility - great for organizations with multiple Deaf Professionals.  

Cost effective. 




On site interpreting / Edit Access  
Serving the Minneapolis - St. Paul Metro Area

Edit Access

Working with the Deaf person’s preferred interpreters.  

100% Certified interpreters.

Providing ADA Accessibility.

Real-live scheduler to handle your requests. 

Add ASL to spoken English videos. 

Add Spoken English voiceover to ASL videos. 

Professionally edited videos. 

Provide ADA Accessibility to your videos - great for training and orientation videos. 

Written documents can now be in an ASL video.  



CODA Brothers Interpreting
Ben & Andy Olson  

info@codabrothers.com    
612-424-2751 voice 

612-351-2803 VP

www.codabrothers.com 


